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Realizing personalized medicine requires integrating diverse data types with bioinformatics. The most vital data are genomic 
information for individuals that are from advanced next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies at present. The technolo-
gies continue to advance in terms of both decreasing cost and sequencing speed with concomitant increase in the amount and 
complexity of the data. The prodigious data together with the requisite computational pipelines for data analysis and interpreta-
tion are stressors to IT infrastructure and the scientists conducting the work alike. Bioinformatics is increasingly becoming the 
rate-limiting step with numerous challenges to be overcome for translating NGS data for personalized medicine. We review 
some key bioinformatics tasks, issues, and challenges in contexts of IT requirements, data quality, analysis tools and pipelines, 
and validation of biomarkers.   
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The central dogma in molecular biology that was proposed 
by Francis Crick [1] provides a framework to understand 
the biological information and the relationships among dif-
ferent types of biological processes at the molecular level in 
terms of so called transfers. There are three transfers: repli-
cation (copy DNA to DNA), transcription (transcript DNA 
to RNA, mainly mRNA), and translation (translate infor-
mation of mRNAs into proteins). As the contexts (or se-
quences) of molecules in the central dogma implicitly de-
termine these transfers that, in turn, determine a biological 
activities and events. Identifying sequences and measuring 
quantities of these molecules has been a paramount goal of 

research activities for the last several decades.  
In 1977, Frederick Sanger developed and published a 

method to determine DNA sequence using the strategy that 
incorporates chain-terminating inhibitors in the DNA syn-
thesis process followed by electrophoresis separation [2]. 
While such Sanger sequencing has been used in biomedical 
research since then, it is impractical in terms of cost and time 
for routinely deciphering large genomes as required for 
personalized medicine. The past decade has witnessed re-
markable and fruitful efforts in high-throughput and 
high-content experimental platforms for measuring se-
quences of DNA molecules at low cost. In 2005, the first 
next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, the se-
quencing-by-synthesis technology, was developed and pub-
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lished by 454 Life Sciences [3]. Since then, NGS technolo-
gies, also called massively parallel sequencing or deep se-
quencing, have advanced exceedingly fast [4–8]. Currently, 
the Illumina HiSeq-2000 and HiScan, the Roche 454 
GS-FLX, and the Applied Biosystems SOLiD Analyzer 
5500xl are the most popular and commercially available 
NGS platforms. Moreover, future NGS platforms are in 
development mainly for single DNA molecule sequencing 
technology (e.g., nano-technology and electron microscopy) 
that can read through DNA templates in a real-time manner 
without amplification, and provide accurate sequencing data 
with potentially long reads. For example, the Pacific Bio-
Sciences RS system produces reads of >1000 bp; nanoAna-
lyzer from BioNanomatrix, now BioNano Genomics, gen-
erates reads of around 400000 bp [9]. Performance metrics 
of several popular NGS platforms (one representative plat-
form from each manufacturer) are compared in Table 1, 
which is not intended to be a comprehensive list of existing 
platforms or future commercial platforms.  

The generally accepted meaning of personalized medi-
cine is ‘to give the right drug for the right patient with the 
right dose at the right time through the right route’ [10]. 
Personalized medicine is a medical practice being custom-
ized to individual patient according to his or her genetic 
information. The advance in NGS technologies has moved 
cost of obtaining individual genetic information practicable, 
and still more cost improvements are anticipated. Personal-
ized medicine is in its early infancy and is rapidly advanc-
ing. We have little realizing personalized medicine will im-
prove the patient treatment and generally benefit our 
healthcare system. However, implementing personalized 
medicine based on individuals’ genetic information is far 

from simple. To implement personalized medicine, various 
types of information and resources shown in Figure 1 
should be utilized. The key is to accurately and efficiently 
transform different types of data in order to benefit individ-
uals in the clinical setting. Bioinformatics provides the hub 
and tools for data analysis, interpretation, and ultimately the 
translation of relevant data for personalizing clinical medi-
cine. 

The increasing avalanche of data continues apace with 
the rapid advance of NGS technologies both in terms of 
increasing sequencing depth and decreasing cost of 
whole-genome sequencing as depicted in Figure 2. Cur-
rently, a human genome can be sequenced by using an NGS 
platform such as Illumina HiSeq-2000 within one week at a 
cost of less than 6000 USD. As personalized medicine re-
quires genomic data from larger numbers of individuals, 
many national and international projects are involved in 
sequencing thousands of genomes. For example, genomes 
of some 2500 unidentified people from about 25 popula-
tions around the world will be sequenced using next-genera-     
tion sequencing technologies by The 1000 Genomes Project 
(http://www.1000genomes.org/). The Bejing Genomics In-
stitute will sequence genomes of 10000 people who are par-
ticipants in the “Autism Speaks biobank” (http://www.ge- 
nomeweb.com/sequencing/bgi-sequence-thousands-genome
s-autism-speaks). Analyzing and interpreting NGS data is 
becoming not only crucial for applying NGS technologies in 
personalized medicine, but becoming rate limiting in terms 
of supporting infrastructure and overall cost. Due to the 
growing amount of NGS data, physicians, biologists, statis-
ticians, and geneticists will require highly trained and 
skilled bioinformatics in order to analyze and interpret the  

Table 1  Comparison of some popular NGS platformsa) 

Platform name Illumina HiSeq 2000 Roche/454 FLX 
Applied Biosystems 

SOLiD5500xl 
Ion Torrent–Proton II Oxford Nanopore minion 

Instrument 

     
Instrument cost* (USD) 690 k 450 k 251 k 149 k  

Reagent cost 
(per run/per MB) 

23470/0.04 6200/7 10503/0.07 1000/0.01 900/1 

Reads per run 
(in millions) 

3000 1 1500 250 0.1 

Read length (in bases) 100 ~700 75 400 9000 

Run time 11 days 23 hours 8 days 4 hours 6 hours 

Major errors Substitution Indel A-T bias Indel Deletions 

Error rate (%) 0.1 1 0.1 1 4** 

Pros 
most reads, GB/day and 
GB/run, low cost/MB 

long read length 
high accuracy and 

throughput 
short time, low cost per 

sample 

extremely long reads, 
nodes can put in a com-

puter 

Cons 
high capital cost and 
computation needs 

high cost/MB 
short reads, more gaps in 

assemblies 
long time of sample 

preparation 
high error rate 

a) Information is based on company sources and www.molecularecologist.com. *, Does not include general purpose and library preparation equipment. 
Oxford Nanopore has not released a target price for the systems; **, it is not clear if the error rate reported by Oxford Nanopore refers to a single-pass rate or 
is what is achieved after reading both strands & producing a consensus sequence. 
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Figure 1  Illustration of bioinformatics as the hub of diverse types of data 
for implementing personalized medicine. As NGS sequence data becomes 
increasingly volumenous, bioinformatics is becoming the bottleneck (the 
thick boxes and arrow) when integrating the diverse types of data for 
translation of genomic information for personalized medicine. 

 

Figure 2  The cost of genome sequencing has decreased dramatically, 
especially after the advent of NGS technologies. The x-axis indicates the 
date while y-axis presents the sequencing cost (experiments only, excluding 
data analysis and interpretation) for a human genome in the unit of US dollar. 
The data used for this figure were obtained from the National Human Ge-
nome Research Institute (http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/). 

data [11].  
Currently, bioinformatics, if not already, will become the 

bottleneck for fully utilizing the data from NGS in person-
alized medicine. To overcome this bottleneck, in this article 
we summarize some bioinformatics tools and algorithms 
frequently used for analyzing NGS data and overview the 
principle challenges caused by the prodigious data. 

1  Bioinformatics for NGS 

Once samples are sequenced, bioinformaticians must tackle 
storing, managing, analyzing, and interpreting the huge 
amount of NGS data. In general, a high performance com-
puter system is needed with clustered processors, high in-

ternal bandwidth to fast storage, and software to carry out a 
complex multiple-step work flow.  

1.1  Base calling  

NGS is a complex integration of chemistry, biology, optical 
sensors, and computer hardware and software. NGS plat-
forms generate intensity data that are determined from the 
image recorded by their optical sensors. Therefore, the first 
bioinformatics task in an NGS project is to analyze the im-
age files generated by an NGS instrument for inferring the 
individual bases from the intensity data, a process known as 
base calling. While base calling pipelines are similar in 
principle among NGS platforms, the algorithms differ con-
siderably in details that affect the types of errors. Base call-
ing is usually conducted by using platform-specific pro-
grams provided by the vendors. The characterization of base 
calling errors varies among the NGS platforms and is im-
portant for downstream analysis [12].  

The accuracy of sequencing is a crucial metric for the 
success of an NGS project. It can be improved by increasing 
the coverage or depth through re-sequencing the same DNA 
samples multiple times. The error rate can be decreased in 
the consensus sequences by combining the data from multi-
ple runs [13]. Alternatively and more directly, an accurate 
base calling algorithm can also reduce the error rate and 
thus, in turn, decrease sequencing costs. A comprehensive 
review of such algorithms development for different NGS 
platforms is available [14]. Investigations have been carried 
out to characterize the error of base calling pipelines in 
NGS platforms and many algorithmic improvements have 
been achieved. This article will summarize the progress in 
base calling algorithms for the most commonly-used NGS 
Illumina platform. 

The Illumina NGS platform determines millions of short 
sequences based on the fluorescence readouts from the se-
quencing instruments. The fluorophores that are attached to 
the nucleotides are first illuminated using a red and a green 
laser and the optical sensor reads out four images per tile. 
As shown in Figure 3, Illumina provides both an image 
analysis program, Firecrest, to generate corresponding in-
tensity data and a base calling program, Bustard, to generate 
the raw reads.  

Several types of biases are associated with the raw reads 
called from the Illumina platform. The first bias is produced 
by the strong correlations between base A and C intensities 
and between base G and T intensities that are caused by the 
similarity of the fluorophores’ emission spectra, as well as 
by the inefficiency of the filters for separating the signals 
[15]. The second bias comes from phasing. Phasing noises 
are the leading and lagging signal increases before and after 
an intensity peak due to the incomplete synthesis of the 
complementary DNA strand that could be caused by, for 
example, remaining reagent in the previous cycle [16]. Be-
cause of imperfect chemistry, intensity signal decays from  
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Figure 3  Illumina base calling pipeline using Firecrest and Bustard that is provided with its NGS platform. First, images from an Illumina NGS platform 
are analyzed using Firecrest to determine the intensities and noise levels of clusters through multiple cycles of running (default is set to 4 cycles). Bustard is 
then used to handle the four intensity values extracted for each cycle and cluster for making base calls and calculating the corresponding quality scores. 

one cycle to another results in base-calling errors propor-
tional to the cycle order that increases error rate towards the 
end of reads [16]. The third type of bias is the location bias 
due to optical effects. The fluorescence intensities of a tile 
depend on the physical location: the closer the signals to-
ward the center of the image the stronger the intensities that 
are measured. Furthermore, the intensity quadruples of the 
four bases have been found not orthogonal to each other 
[17]. Another bias is caused by the fluophore for base thy-
mine (T), especially by the chemistries used in older plat-
forms. Washing the fluophore attached at base T away is 
not efficient, and hence the fluophore accumulates with 
growing number of cycles [15]. 

Many alternative base calling algorithms and programs 
have been developed for improving accuracy of bass calling. 
Algorithms can be categorized into two types, unsupervised 
and supervised methods. For example, BayesCall [18] is an 
unsupervised algorithm. It uses a cycle dependent mecha-
nistic model with a number of parameters that are deter-
mined by an expectation maximization procedure. Unsuper-
vised algorithms explicitly model different potential sources 
of errors. Thus, the parameters in unsupervised algorithms 
can be interpreted clearly and can shed light on sources of 
noise. One advantage of unsupervised algorithms such as 
BayesCall is that they do not require a training set. Super-
vised algorithms are very different from unsupervised algo-
rithms. They belong to the data-driven method that requires 
training data sets. Ibis [15] is an example that uses the in-
tensities of the current cycle and its proceeding and suc-
ceeding cycle to train cycle dependent multi-class support 
vector machine models based on a training data set with 
known sequences. Supervised algorithms usually have a 
high accuracy. One advantage of supervised algorithms is 
their applicability to different versions of the same platform, 
or even to different platforms NGS platforms since biases 
are generally the same. 

Even though the alternative base calling algorithms and 
programs reported similar or slightly better accuracy of Il-
lumina’s Bustard program, the default base calling program 
provided by Illumina, they were also much slower [15]. 
Designing and developing new base calling algorithms with 
both high accuracy and low computational cost will remain 
a difficult in the near future. As the flood of NGS data con-
tinues to rise, we foresee renewed efforts to pursue fast and 
accurate base calling algorithms in the future.  

1.2  Alignment and assembly of short reads to a refer-
ence genome  

Once short read sequences are determined by a base calling 
program, the next task in NGS data analysis is to align or to 
assemble the huge amount of short reads to a reference ge-
nome. Although NGS is a powerful sequencing tool, the 
short length of the reads generated from NGS technology 
limits its biological applications. Most important for bio-
logical application is accurate alignment or assembly of raw 
short reads to a reference genome, for which a variety of 
algorithms and software packages have been specifically 
developed [19]. 

In principle, the alignment of a short read to a much 
longer reference sequence is a problem of string matching 
and string alignment well understood in the community of 
computer science decades earlier. The algorithms and pro-
grams long ago developed for string alignment are theoreti-
cally applicable, but the scale of the problem with millions 
of (RNA-Seq) or billions of (whole genome DNA-Seq) 
short reads needing to be aligned to a reference genome 
with billions of base pairs (for human genome) required 
new approaches. This need spawned development of many 
new algorithms that balance accuracy and speed require-
ments. Table 2 gives a non-comprehensive list of popular 
programs and algorithms specifically designed for the 
alignment of short reads in NGS.  

Algorithms of short reads alignment normally use two 
steps, mapping seeds and extending the map of reads. In the 
first step of mapping seeds (a seed is a shorter fragment of 
sequence with a fixed length than the read), the reads are 
compared with the reference genome based on match of the 
seeds. Only the reads that have at least one seed successful-
ly matched to the genome are passed to the second step. In 
the extension step, the rest portion of a read is fully mapped 
to the reference genome. The approach of seed extension is 
the key to balancing alignment accuracy and speed. The 
difference among alignment algorithms mainly occur in the 
first step of mapping seeds.  

Two problems are inherent to “seed-and-extension” ap-
proach. As exact matches are required, the sensitivity of the 
approach is low. Many current algorithms use spaced seeds 
to improve the alignment sensitivity. Another problem is 
caused by the repeats in the reference genome. When the  
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Table 2  Programs for alignment and/or assembly of short reads to a reference [20–41] 

Program Developer (reference) Website 

Bfast Homer [20] bfast.sourceforge.net 

Bowtie Langmead [21] bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net 

BWA Li [22] bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/ 

Exonerate Slater [23] www.ebi.ac.uk/~guy/exonerate 

Galaxy Taylor [24] main.g2.bx.psu.edu 

GenomePapper Schneeberger [25] 1001genomes.org/downloads/genomemapper.html 

GMAP Wu [26] www.gene.com/share/gmap 

GNUMAP Clement [27] dna.cs.byu.edu/gnumap/ 

MAQ Li [28] maq.sourceforge.net 

mrFAST Alkan [29] http://mrfast.sourceforge.net/ 

MUMmer Ossowski [30] mummer.sourceforge.net 

RMAP Smith [31] rulai.cshl.edu/rmap/ 

SeqMap Jiang [32] biogibbs.stanford.edu/~jiangh/SeqMap 

SHRiMP Rumble [33] compbio.cs.toronto.edu/shrimp 

Slider Malhis [34] www.bcgsc.ca/platform/bioinfo 

SOAP Li [35] soap.genomics.org.cn 

SOCS Ondov [36] /solidsoftwaretools.com/gf/project/socs/ 

SSAHS Ning [37] www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/analysis/SSAHA 

SWIFT Rasmussen [38] bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/swift/ 

Tophat Trapnell [39] tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/ 

Vmatch Kurtz [40] www.vmatch.de 

ZOOM Lin [41] www.bioinformaticssolutions.com 

 
reference genome has many repeats, the number of hits 
(successful mappings) of a seed is very large, making 
alignment very slow. A method of using suffix arrays has 
been adopted in many popular alignment algorithms to 
solve this problem. 

A spaced seed is the seed in which some positions are 
ignored (mismatches on these positions are allowed). The 
idea of using spaced seeds was proposed to identify optimal 
spaced seeds in different sequence alignment models 
[42,43]. Compared with continuous seed, using spaced 
seeds can improve alignment sensitivity and mismatches 
can be found using multiple spaced seeds. For example, the 
spaced seeds of length k can be used to find any mapping 
with one mismatch by using k seeds each of which has a 
base ignored. However, it is impossible to allow insertions 
and deletions (indels) in the alignment by using spaced 
seeds that only treat substitutions as mismatches; albeit, 
gaps are allowed for mapping the rest of a read in the exten-
sion phase. One way to allow indels as mismatches is to use 
a q-gram approach such as SHRiMP [33]. The q-gram of a 
short read is the set of possible shorter sequence fragments 
with length q. Two different but similar sequences (the dif-
ference can be substitutions or indels) have similar q-grams 
(many shorter fragments with length q are the same for the 
two sequences). This method works better for longer reads 
if the reads are used as a seed. The short reads with the 
same or similar lengths such as the data from Illumina are 
more suitable for the q-gram approach compared to the 
reads with very different lengths such as the data from 
Roche 454. 

The q-gram approach or other lookup table-based meth-

ods use seeds with a fixed length to find exact mapping with 
a reference genome. This type of method has limited capa-
bility to find the exact mapping with different lengths, espe-
cially when multiple repeats exist in the reference genome. 
Mapping programs based on suffix arrays or suffix trees 
such as Bowtie [21], BWA [22], and SOAP [35] can find 
exact mapping of seeds with varying lengths, which solves 
the problem caused by many repeats in the reference ge-
nome. However, suffix arrays need a large amount of 
memory for mapping. Actually, current mapping programs 
based on suffix arrays for NGS data analysis do not use the 
original data structure, but rather adopt a data structure with 
the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) that is very 
memory efficient, only increasing 1–2 bytes per nucleotide. 
In a similar way to lookup table-based programs, suffix ar-
rays-based programs map an entire read to a reference ge-
nome through extension using alignment. Using suffix ar-
rays can directly find inexact matches with substitutions 
and/or indels. However, there is a limitation in the number 
of substitutions and/or indels due to an exponential number 
of corresponding exact matches to an inexact match. Map-
ping efficiency of suffix arrays-based programs decreases 
exponentially with the number of substitutions and/or indels 
allowed.  

Aligning or assembling the huge amount of short reads to 
reference sequences is the NGS-specific data analysis task 
essential for downstream analyses. Therefore, tremendous 
effort has been expended to find an optimal way for quickly 
mapping short reads to a genome. A large number of map-
ping programs such as the ones listed in Table 2 have been 
developed and used for NGS data analysis. However, many 
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challenges still remain. While almost all mapping programs 
can map a high percentage of the short reads to a reference 
genome, there are some short reads that can not be mapped 
to anywhere in the reference genome. It is important to as-
certain the source of the unmapped reads among many pos-
sibilities, such as repeat sequences in the reference genome, 
sequencing errors, and the tradeoff between sensitivity and 
run-time in mapping algorithms. More challenging is the 
lack of a sophisticated evaluation of the effect of unmapped 
short reads. Another difficulty in alignment is the accuracy 
of mapping short reads even when the mapped locations are 
correct. Alignment results not only vary among different 
mapping programs, but also depend on the algorithmic pa-
rameters within a given mapping program. For example, 
allowing different numbers of indels and substitutions 
would result in different mappings. Given the anticipated 
increase in the volume of NGS data, we speculate that how 
to trade accuracy for speed will continue to remain prob-
lematic for developing mapping algorithms in the future. 

1.3  De novo assembly of short reads 

De novo assembly refers to the process of inferring an un-
known genome by directly assembling short reads from NGS. 
Unlike reference genome-based assembly, de novo assem-
bly infers a genome from the short reads by exploring the 
overlaps among the short reads. Figure 4 gives a simplified 
illustration of de novo assembly. Overlaps among short 

reads are first explored. The short reads are connected to-
gether through the overlaps to generate the assemblies. De 
novo assembly algorithms mainly vary in the connection of 
short reads and can be put into two classes: overlap-layout-      
consensus approaches and graph based methods. 

In an overlap-layout-consensus algorithm, a filter is used 
to identify overlaps between pairs of reads by filtering out 
the pairs of reads that have an alignment score between suf-
fix of one read and prefix of the other read. For example, a 
simple filter is to use common kmers (fragment with k ba-
ses). Identification of pairs of reads that share common 
kmers can be made in the linear complexity using a lookup 
table. More intricate filters usually adopt suffix trees to find 
a maximal common fragment with arbitrary length [44]. 
Once overlaps are identified, they are used to guide the 
generation of a layout that would have been obtained if the 
genome sequence and the span of each read were known. 
Identifying the best layout is a computationally expensive 
task. After a layout is created, the consensus sequence can 
be generated by choosing the position with the majority of 
the bases in all the reads spanning that position. Most of 
overlap-layout-consensus programs were developed before 
NGS technology was invented and are suitable for assem-
bling genomes in small size. As full-scale parallel computa-
tional programs for the overlap-layout-consensus were de-
veloped to significantly decrease the time of genome as-
sembling [44], the overlap-layout-consensus algorithm 
might be practically useful for assembling genomes of  

 

 

Figure 4  A simplified illustration of the principles and procedures of de novo assembly. Overlaps among a set of short reads from NGS (depicted at the 
up-left corner) are first identified. The possible connections through the identified overlaps are then explored as shown in the ellipses in the middle portion. 
The complete paths are finally extracted as possible assemblies as shown at the bottom.  
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moderate sizes using NGS data with longer reads. However, 
assembling genomes of large sizes such as human genomes 
using short reads such as the data from Illumina platform 
remains a monumental computational task for the over-
lap-layout-consensus algorithm.  

The second type of assembling algorithm is based on de 
Bruijn graph. The first graph based assembling program [45] 
was developed for Sanger sequencing data before NGS 
technology was invented. The de Bruijn graph based algo-
rithm consists of three major steps. The first step is the con-
struction of de Bruijn graph in which each node is a read 
and each edge is a suffix-prefix overlap between the two 
reads connected by the edge. The second step is graph 
compaction through error removal. The low frequency of 
occurrence of an edge in the initial graph is an indication of 
error. Thus, the edge is removed from the graph, which 
might lead to an uncovered path in the graph. The compact-
ing of the graph through removal of the low frequency edg-
es should be repeated until the graph remains the same. The 
third step is the generation of contigs by traversing the 
graph after removing errors. The de Bruijn graph based de 
novo assembly programs [46–50] in current NGS data anal-
ysis use vary mainly in this step. The apparent advantage of 
the de Bruijn graph based algorithm is to fully utilize the 
reads with many overlaps in identification of super-paths for 
deducing contigs, avoiding the NP (nondeterministic poly-
nomial time) problem that is the major obstacle of the over-
lap-layout-consensus algorithm caused by a computational-
ly intensive heuristic in finding consensus sequences. The 
cons of the de Bruijn graph based algorithm is the require-
ment of a large amount of memory and the difficulty in im-
plementing parallel computation because the entire graph 
has to be used for inferring contigs.  

Majority of the de novo assembly programs were developed 
for working with NGS data from the Illumina platform. A 
few programs can work on reads from other NGS platforms. 
However, these programs generally lack the ability to inte-
grate multiple types of reads from different NGS platforms 
in the same assembly process. With the increasing volume 
of NGS data, more types of NGS data on the same genomes 
will be available from different NGS platforms. Therefore, 
to fully utilize the diverse types of NGS data for personal-
ized medicine we see the urgent need in the community for 
de novo assembly programs that can integrate different 
types of reads into the same assembly process. Subsequent-
ly, another challenge is to develop new assembly algorithms 
that utilize parallel computation on large scale processor 
clusters in all steps of the assembly computation. As an 
example of current limitations, the ABySS assembler [48] is 
implemented using MPI (message passing interface) that 
can run on large distributed clusters can only use parallel 
computation through constructing and keeping the de Bruijn 
graph in a way that can be distributed to multiple cores in 
parallel. Other computational components of the program 
use the knowledge of mapping graph nodes and do not have 

efficient implementation for parallel computation. In sum-
mary, there is a pressing need for de novo assembly pro-
grams that can efficiently assemble genomes based on mul-
tiple data sets with very diverse read lengths from different 
NGS platforms. These should be scalable to very large par-
allel computation.  

1.4  Other bioinformatics issues 

1.4.1  Raw data 

Retention of raw experimental data without any transfor-
mations has long been a scientific tradition. From raw data, 
further scientific findings could be deduced and previous 
work based on it replicated. Retaining raw data may not be 
practicable to do so in the future for NGS technologies. As 
the data becomes ever more voluminous, the costs of reten-
tion become prohibitive. Eventually, it may become cheaper 
to re-sequence than to store. Most NGS core facilities keep 
image files for very short times (in days or weeks) to do the 
initial image analysis such as base calling. Thereafter, the 
image files are usually put onto inexpensive hard drives that 
are given to the scientist who owns the data. For research 
where a product undergoes regulatory review, however, 
discarding raw data is likely not an option, and an inexpen-
sive means for pretension is surely needed.  

1.4.2  Data management 

Not only are the raw image files and pseudo raw data files 
(reads and quality scores files) from NGS huge, but need to 
be moved between computing infrastructure components 
and software in a complex analysis pipeline. Interim analy-
sis results such as mapping results that are as large as the 
raw data need to be stored and managed, and data integrity 
must be maintained throughout the process. Some data will 
be repeatedly retrieved and re-analyzed for a long time pe-
riod in order to meet regulatory requirements or to imple-
ment personalized medicine or to guard intellectual property. 
While perhaps only a very small portion of the huge amount 
of data will be reanalyzed again archival, there is no way to 
know a priori which data will be needed. Currently, many 
laboratories are using a virtualized approach to manage their 
data by building active archives. Although data storage cost 
is decreasing dramatically, the price for NGS data storage 
and management remain a large portion of the budget for 
many institutions. I/O bandwidth is another issue for NGS 
data management. To keep up with data output from NGS 
instrument as well as to allow many users simultaneously to 
access the data requires high I/O bandwidth for storage and 
between IT components. Managing NGS data at such scale 
and in an integrated environment will be an increasing 
challenge in the near future as the amount of NGS data will 
be double every two years [51]. For personalized medicine 
to benefit from the torrent of NGS data, improved data 
management techniques and infrastructures are needed ur-
gently. 
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1.4.3  Cloud computing 

Cloud computing is an internet based service for sharing 
resources, including hardware, software, data, and compu-
ting applications in a scalable manner [52]. The key attrib-
ute of cloud computing is a flexible infrastructure that can 
integrate many resources and services into a single, opti-
mized computing solution, on demand. The configuration 
design of solutions can be retained and be subsequently 
redeployed for a user, or another with similar needs. The 
scientific community has started to consider adopting cloud 
computing for NGS data analysis. Fischer et al. developed a 
cloud-enabled autonomous NGS exome data analysis pipe-
line [53]. This pipeline provides the complete exome data 
analysis function through the combination of multiple 
computing applications developed in their laboratory such 
as performing quality control on initial data, filtering and 
pre-processing data, mapping short reads to a reference ge-
nome, as well as identifying and annotating SNPs. The us-
ers not only can select analysis steps and the available pa-
rameters to conduct their data analysis, but also can distrib-
ute the time consuming computational jobs either on a us-
ers’ own infrastructure or on the Amazon cloud environ-
ment. There are obstacles to overcome for using cloud 
computing for translation of the findings from NGS into 
personalized medicine. Most challenging is how to protect 
proprietary data and to prevent unauthorized access to the 
data stored in a public cloud. We see the need of hybrid 
cloud computing that consists of a small and local cloud 
with the firewall of an institute for proprietary data and a 
public cloud for other data and heavy computing applica-
tions in the near future. 

2  Future perspective 

Implementing personalized medicine requires genomic in-
formation from a large number of individuals. NGS tech-
nologies are able to determine sequences of genomes at low 
cost and high speed. As the cost continues to decrease, more 
and more genomes will be sequenced. The Genomes 
OnLine Database [54] currently lists more than 15000 NGS 
projects among which about 12000 are still in sequencing or 
will be sequenced in the near future. The Beijing Genomic 
Institute at Shenzhen, China plans to sequence millions of 
genomes across many species, including microbes, plants, 
humans and other animals [55]. Analysis and interpretation 
of these data will become the rate-limiting aspect for apply-
ing genomic information from NGS data in personalized 
medicine.  

This resultant bottleneck will also create a huge bioin-
formatics workload. The cost of NGS data analysis and in-
terpretation will increase to a very high level. A non-      
affirmative forecast is the cost in 2011 for data handling and 
downstream processing will be 285000 USD per genome, 
increasing to 517000 USD per genome in 2017 [11], while 

current sequencing price is less than 6000 USD per genome. 
A large portion of the analysis cost will be for the bioinfor-
maticians who will perform the post-experiment data analy-
sis and interpretation, and integration of results with other 
types of data necessary for implementing personalized 
medicine. 

A number of algorithmic advances could mitigate future 
costs. More accurate and efficient data analysis algorithms 
for accurately and quickly calling bases of short reads from 
the raw image files, and efficiently mapping short reads to a 
reference genome, and unambiguously and rapidly assem-
bling short reads into unknown genomes could reduce costs 
markedly. A more efficient infrastructure tailed to an NGS 
data analysis pipeline would also reign in costs. Cloud 
computing solutions could ultimately reduce costs by elim-
inating the capital investment associated with an in house IT 
infrastructure. 
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